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THE CULTURAL CONDITION
OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE

The date of this Symposium, though fixed long before yesterday's
Israeli election was announced, is most appropriate. Yesterday (election
day) we reached the climax of a campaign highlighting what divides
our people. By contrast, at this session today we are to discuss what
unites us. Had Jewish culture had a greater hold on Israel, the election
results, whereby our people evolved over some 3,500 years from Twelve
Tribes into 15 parliamentary parties, would have been rather different,
and we would not now be torn by such bitter divisiveness which sets
Jew against Jew with little in common to draw us together.

I

In leading this Symposium before so many of our people's most
eminent personalities of thought and action, I appreciate the respon-
sibility assigned to me: to present a global assessment of contemporary
Jewish culture for the guidance of those charged to allocate what are
specially sacred financial resources belonging to our people for the
advancement of those Jewish values that were all but destroyed in our
history's greatest catastrophe.

An assignment such as this can hardly be treated as a routine
event. One of the few experiences in my life that could rival it-though
at the opposite end in the spectrum of Jewish fortunes-is the historic
opportunity I had some eight years ago as the first Chief Rabbi from
the West to occupy the pulpit of the Moscow Synagogue. I had been
invited to Soviet Russia by the official community and also by the
Scientific Seminars of the Refuseniks. For weeks before the visit I
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agonized a good deal on what to say in these precious moments of a
reunion for which we had waited for so many decades.

I spoke on the weekly portion of the Law whieh dealt with the
drama of Joseph's reunion with his brothers after a separation of 22
years. Joseph's first words after revealing himself were: "Is my father
still alive'?" Since the entire discussion prior to Joseph's revelation
eoneerned the grief of the aged father over the loss of his son, and the
fear of what might happen if Benjamin, too, would no longer return
to his home, the question seems odd in the extreme. Maybe the
meaning of Joseph's question was to inquire whether the father as he
knew him was still alive, whether that which had united them as
brothers, that noble spirit of their eommon father living in the homes
of his children was still intact. And so I told the crowded eongregation
in Moscow, the first question when Jews meet after a long separation
was: Are the traditions of their father still alive, actively sustaining
their brotherhood as Jews? That question we too must ask at this
Symposium, as an essential part of our theme.

But it is the next point I made from the pulpit in Moseow whieh I
want to use as an introduetion to the substanee of our subject today. I
tried to convey to my Soviet brethren some idea of my first impressions
on the eontrasts of spiritual devastation and miraculous revival I had
encountered there. The eodes of Jewish law, I told them, provided

different blessings for different oceasions. For sad experiences, sueh
as bereavement, one had to reeite Baruch Dayan Emet, praising God
as the Righteous Judge. On the other hand, for partieularly happy
events, the blessing is Baruch Hatov Vehametiv, praising God who is
good and does good. Now, adds the Shulchan Aruch, there are some
oceasions when both blessings have to be reeited together; for instanee,
a son on the death of a wealthy father has to say Dayan Emet for the
father he lost, and Hatov Vehametiv for the wealth he inherited (Drach
Chayim, 223:2). A commentary (Magen Avraham) on the Shulchan
Aruch (222) adds a further example. If destitution compelled a man
to marry a woman who is rieh but who is not exactly very attractive,
then he must likewise reeite the two blessings: Ratov Vehametiv for
the money he receives, and Dayan Emet for the woman who becomes
his wife.

On my visit, I told the worshippers in the synagogue, I had seen
much in Russia which made me say Dayan Emet over and over again.
Who could not but weep with infinite grief at the utter desolation of
what were once spiritually the most flourishing Jewish eommunities,
communities whieh now had no rabbis, no teachers, no ehildren and
no young people to be seen in the synagogue, no Jewish cultural or
social life of any kind'? And yet, at the same time, I had plenty of
reason also to recite Hatov Vehametiv on seeing the wondrous rebirth
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of the yearning by many to live as Jews, on having over a hundred
thousand Jews alrcady resettled in Israel, on the heroism of those
who were prepared to face harassment, loss of livelihood, exile and
imprisonment because they were determined to live as Jews, to learn
as Jews, or to go to Israel as Jews, in acts of freely ehoosing suffering
and great hardship for being Jewish in a true martyrdom for which
there was no precedent sinee the Middle Ages.

II

What I told the Moseow eongregation on the two simultaneous bless-
ings could equally be said of the cultural condition of the Jewish

people the world over today. The reports which have been circulated
in preparation of this meeting reflect two opposite trends, two con-
tradictory findings. Whether expressly or by implieation, they all
provide ample eause for reciting Dayan Emet over the enormous
losses we eontinue to sustain. Even the gratifying advances in academie
Jewish studies recorded by Professor Joseph Dan and in Professor
Sid Leiman's paper on "Torah Scholarship Sinee the Holocaust" still
affect only a relatively small fraetion of our people; the bulk remain
estranged from any Torah learning or any Jewish cultural pursuits.

Quite some years ago (in i 959) the London Jewish Chronicle
conducted a survey among a representative sample of Anglo-Jewry to
discover the level of Jewish literacy. It found that less than 3% had
bought any book of Jewish interest during the preceding year. I doubt
if the figure would be very different now (except for the growing
minority of the very Orthodox whose homes invariably have a sizeable
collection of Jewish books-mostly Talmudic and rabbinie classics).

There is surely eause for alarm when Dr. Leonard Rosenfeld
states as "the elemental truth" in his paper:

Just as the Holoeaust was the mortal threat of yesteryear, assimilation is the
endemie threat of today and the visible tomorrow.

Perhaps even more depressing are the suspicions whieh prompted the
Guidelines Committee ofthe Memorial Foundation for Jewish Culture
to eommission a speeial study on the Jewish family, and the findings
with which Professor Samuel Heilman's preliminary paper have
already confirmed that the whole field of Jewish marriage is now a
disaster area-through the erosion of a phenomenally low Jewish

birthrate; the ravages of alarmingly rising divorce rates among Jews;
and the continuing flow of defections through intermarriage, in some
communities exceeding 50%, Any knowledgeable observer of the
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Jewish scene hardly requires statistical or scientifically researched
evidence to realize that the drainage on our human and intellectual
resources in sheer terms of numbers is grievous and ominous.

Still dealing merely with a quantitative assessment, I am bound
to add that these disconeerting factors are by no means limited to
Diaspora Jewry. Thus, in Israel, the proportion of Jewish children
who are eulturally disadvantaged and religiously deprived is, at two-
thirds of the total, no less worrying than in the average Diaspora
community; the disproportion between the Jewish and non-Jewish
birthrates inside Israel is appreeiably graver than in the Diaspora;
and if one regards yeridah as the Israeli equivalent of intermarriage
elsewhere, then the comparative figures of desertion are searcely
reassuring.

So far the fairly obvious negative side.

II

Happily, there is at least equal cause for reciting at the same time
Hatov Vehametiv many times over. When Joseph Dan can report a
"twenty-fold increase in the number of seholars in Jewish studies"
during the past fcw deeades, and the establishment since the Second
World War of chairs in Hebrew and Judaism of one kind or another
in nearly five hundred institutions of higher learning in North America
alonc, or when Sid Leiman assumes "that the number of different
titles and editions of Torah publieations printed from 1950 to i 983
exeeeds the total printed from the advent of Hebrew printing until
1950," then we are indeed here witncssing a Jewish eulture explosion
of the most phcnomcnal order for which we gladly recite Hatov
Vehametiv.

Evcn more significant than the purely numerical eomparison
between ongoing overall shrinkage on the one hand, and the prolifer-
ation in Jewish scholarship and Torah learning on the other, is the
long-term projection of both these opposite trends. It lies in the nature
of two intersecting graphs-the onc declining until it reaehes zero,
and the other rising indefinitely-that the latter in timc must extend
beyond the former. The losses by indifferenee, assimilation and the
reduction in the size of Jewish families are necessarily finite. They will
cease when the process of self-liquidation has run its eoursc, whcn
those producing too few and losing too many are extinct. That is
where the negative graph ends. On thc other hand, the proeess of
rcgeneration through larger families and more intensive Jewish com-
mitments is potentially infinite, and thercfore in the long run far more
enduring.
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For instance, let me limit for the moment the praetical application
of this eomparative cstimate to the Anglo-Jewish scene, with which I
am obviously more familiar than the corresponding trends elsewhere.
Some eight ycars ago, I suggested to a "Conferenee on Jewish Life in
Modern Britain" sponsored by our Board of Dcputies that if the
prevailing trends of decline will generally be maintained, it is likely
that by the end of the century the size of Anglo-Jewry will be reduced
from around 400,000 to perhaps only 300,000; yet those who will
survive as identifying Jews will eonstitute a more knowledgeable and
eommitted eommunity than thc onc thcy replace. In other words, by
the survival of the fittest, we will make up in quality what we lose in
quantity in the foreseeable future, and thereafter even the numerieal
graph will start to rise again. With somc local variations, similar
patterns probably govern Jewish life the world over today.

iv

Let me now turn from this rather generalized survey to a more sub-
stantive critique of the contemporary Jewish cultural scene. Clearly,
any such assessment involves value judgments, and these are bound
to have a degree of subjectivity. A glaring example of how diamctrically
opposed such value judgments can be, thereby leading to completely
contradictory conclusions, is provided by the two principal reeom-
mendations, contained in the papers prepared for this occasion, on
the eriteria to be applied by the Memorial Foundation for investments
in the promotion of Jewish eulture. Professor Dan states quitc
eategorically:

Aeademie excellence is the one and only target, for if it is aehieved, everything
else is aehieved . . . The seareh and support of academic exeellence should bc
the one and only guidcline for our work in the future.

Dr. Rosenfeld advocates the opposite in equally uncompromising
terms:

Proposals, regardless of thcir intellectual, aeademie or profcssional quality
. . . must pass this aeid test and answer this question: Does it dam, in an
effeetive manner and to a substantial degree, the current flood-tide of
assimilation?

His sole criterion is not aeademie excellence, but what he calls
"unconditional survivaL."

Herc you have an illustration of the dilemma which faccs us in
any evaluation of worthwhile contributions to Jewish culture. i daresay
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that evcn on what eonstitutes "aeademic excellencc" or on what

advances "unconditional survival" opinions can vary widely. A con-
sensus of these definitions is no more likely to be reached by us,
represcnting as we do widely divergent interests and commitments,
than by the specialized scholars who were commissioned to present
their expert conelusions to us. The search for any such consensus on
priorities and criteria in determining what is worth supporting more
or worth less is therefore a futile exercise, so long as we are riot agreed
on certain parameters within which such value judgments are to
operate.

v

I would rather therefore use this privileged occasion to draw attention
to certain eharaeteristies of Jewish cultural developments ovcr thc
past four decades to which i found little or no reference in the papers
submitted to us, at least not by way of probing beneath the bare facts
and figures. In my attempt to search out some of the dynamics which
govcrn recent cultural advances as well as their limitations, I hope to
highlight some current trends and shortcomings which may ultimately
have a bearing on policy deeisions, especially if the emphasis in the
future is to be on innovative programs initiated by the Memorial
Foundation, at least as much as on the support of existing projeets.

As my point of departure for what strikes me as a characteristic
of some eonsequence, I want to usc the perceptive observation by
Profcssor Dan when he states:

It seems to me that the major differenee between the first hundred years of the
study ofa subjeet differ from the last forty ycars in one main respect. Previously
eaeh subject was dominated by one central figure, a great seholar whose studies
were the center of developments in the field; now, in most fields, one ean find
several groups of scholars, often without one dominant figure, diligently pro-
dueing impressive seholarly results.

He then goes on to mention a dominant seholar like Leopold Zunz in
the field of Jcwish traditional poetry of the last eentury as a giant who
has no equal today and who is now suceeeded by an entire team of
scholars. One eould think of any numbcr of such pioneers in various
fields of Jewish scholarship-from Jost and Graetz in history, or
Steinschneider in bibliography, or Hermann Cohen in philosophy, to
Buber and Gershom Scholem in Jewish mysticism; men of such stature
and originality simply no longer exist.

Now, this as a statement of faet is self-evident, even if it is not
commonly recognized. What is less self-evident are the rcasons
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aceounting for this phenomenon, espeeially when we relate it-which
the papcrs we commissioned did not do-to a very similar phenomenon
in purely religious Torah scholarship.

VI

The eneycIopaedic Torah giant, Rabbi Menachem Kasher, whose
passing some months ago impovcrished us all, once gave me his
explanation for the absence in our generation of immortal Torah
greats who singularly illumined the Torah horizons until very recent
times-men like the Chofetz Chaim, or the Chazon Ish, or Rabbi
Aaron Kotlcr, whose likes are not to be found in our times. It is not
that we laek the genius, that our intelleetual capaeity for greatness has
suddenly declined so dramatically. Rather, he argued, it is the system
of learning which is responsible. Today, we mass-produce disciples
and scholars in yeshivot, all applying the same proeess of study and
intellectual development. Under these institutional pressures, con-
formity is encouraged and originality is frowned upon or suppressed
as a deviation from the accepted norms. In the past, said Rabbi

Kasher, the truly great were never subject to the institutional con-
straints of conventional thinking. Instead, they wcre individually
fashioned by the strength of their personalities and their inherent
individuality. These giants were custom-made, as it were, and their
potential was developed by encouraging the very originality whieh is
the hallmark of real greatness. Conformity, on the other hand, stifles
creative scholarship.

There may be very good reasons for the institutionalization of
Torah learning and the preferenee of eonformity over creativeness in
the decades since the Holocaust. The devastation of the Torah heart-
land and its fortresses of learning was such that the quite phenomenal
rehabilitation of a world so completely ruined only forty years ago
would have been impossible without the single-mindedness and con-
formity of purpose generated by the institutional pressures of the
yeshivot.

VII

I suspect that the factors at work in reducing the rise of outstanding
immortals in Jewish scholarship generally are not altogether different
from those which Rabbi Kasher mentioned to me regarding the absence
of Torah greats. Advanced Jewish studies have been largely institu-
tionalized, first by thc rapid expansion of Israeli universities sinee the
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1950's, and then by the proliferation of Jewish studies departments at
universities in America and elsewhere sinee the 1960's. In such settings,
the pursuit of Jewish scholarship beeame structured, programmed
and ultimately controlled by conventions which militated against the
cultivation of the unconventional, the original, the adventures of

thought which cannot be integrated into reeognized and properly
funded courses of study conforming with accepted university norms.
An Ahad Ha'am or a Bialik, one surmises, would not easily fit into
the academic disciplinc of a massive institution of learning, nor would
they be produced in such an environment.

Even in regard to the development of science in Europe at large,
the impediments of institutionalization to creative genius are stressed
by no lesser an authority than the late Professor Charles Singer,

Britain's leading historian of scienee and medicine, and son of the
Reverend Simeon Singer of Singer's Prayer Book fame. Explaining
the eomparatively slow advances of German seientific thought, he
writes in his contribution on "Science and Judaism" to Louis
Finkelstein's The Jews-Their History, Culture and Religion:

A eharacteristic of German cultural history is the lateness of its seientifie
development. The great seientific movement of the sixteenth, seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, beginning in Italy, spread to northwestern Europe. For a
long time the German area was little affected by it. There were a few eminent
early German seientists but no outstanding sehool of scientifie thought in a
German environment. . . .

Both this tardy arrival and (subsequently) rapid development are rendered
partially understandable by the history of thc universities and of the teehnieal
industries of Germany. German seientific teehnique has, like German learning,
always been in the hands of university professors. The brilliant amateur, so
frequently a figure in Freneh and English seienee, has seldom appeared on the
German seene. .

Neither institutes nor organizations create seience. Men of seienee are
unique and beyond all valuation. Looking baek upon the history of seienee as a
whole, taking into consideration the proportion of people in Europe who use
the German tongue, the high state of thcir material eulture, and rcalizing that a
large proportion of German scientifie writings are produets of non-German or
part-German influences, it may fairly be said that Germans have been distinctly
less suceessful than several other peoples in produeing ereative work of the first
rank.

We see, then, that science, Jewish scholarship generally and religious
learning all show the same trait: institutionalization stunts originality.

VII

Another closely related factor bears mentioning. At the President's
Seminar sponsored by thc Hebrew University's Institute of Contem-
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porary Jewry whieh I attended last December, President Herzog,

with whom I share some Irish anteeedents, made the remarkable
statement that since gaining national indcpendence in 1922 and 1948
respectively, Ircland and Israel had not produced men of genius com-
parable to the pre-state eras. In each case, statehood had evidently
removed that ultimate spur to greatness whieh existed when national
aspirations were still unfulfilled, or which had a freer scope for indi-
vidual development in the more unstructured conditions of minority
struggle and existence. The George Bernard Shaws or the Agnons or
the Urbachs of this world, just likc spiritual pionecrs in the mould of
a Rav Kook or a Rabbi J. B. Soloveitchik, clearly require a freedom
for growth which the rigidities of institution or state could not provide.

IX

For a more comprehensive critieal analysis of the current state of
Jewish culture, I must add a further thought, again based on a pene-
trating insight I heard from an illustrious man of letters, before I
draw some conclusions relevant to our more practical agenda. I
remember my teaeher, the late Dr. Isidore Epstein, the principal of
Jews' College famed for editing the Soncino Talmud and for numerous
other scholarly classics, once remarking on the difference in religious
schisms betwcen the past and the present. Major movements of dissent
were hardly new in the Jewish experienee. The divisions between the
Pharisees and the Sadducees in the Talmudic era or the Rabbinites
and the Karaites throughout medieval times were probably far more
extreme and bitter than between Orthodox and Reform Jews today.
Nevertheless, observed Dr. Epstein, the schisms of former times

invariably enriched Jewish thought and led to wholely positive rcsults.
The very tensions of argument generated the dynamics of creative
growth. The whole world of the Talmud, stretching the study and
transmission of the Oral Law over nearly eight eenturies of unparalleled
intellectual creativity, was largely a response to the challenge of the
Sadducees. Similarly, it was out of the Karaite heresy and its challenge
to Rabbinite teachings that there spawned forth entirc new diseiplines
of Jewish thought and letters, such as Jewish philosophy, Hebrew
grammar, biblical exegesis and Icxieography. Thc classical writings of
Saadia Gaon, Ibn Ezra and Maimonides were in the first instance
stimulated by the intellectual challenge of the dissidents. Jewish
thought, literature and scholarship became immeasurably thc richer
for the stimulus of this challenge.

Today, added Dr. Epstein, nothing of the sort has happened.
Apart perhaps from the so-called Neo-Orthodoxy of Samson Raphael
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Hirsch and David Hoffmann of bygone generations, the newer conflicts
with Reform produce only mutual mud-slinging and denunciations;
nothing creative of any kind has emerged as a new dimension of
Jewish thinking in response to the internal challenge of Reform, or-
for that matter-the external challenge of modern advanees in science

and contemporary thought.

x

There are, then, several quite distinct levels in the appraisal of our
cultural condition at this time. There is, first, the continued and quite
alarming decline in numbers and in Jewish identification amongst the
masses on the one side, to be set against the quite remarkable resur-
genee of Jewish traditional and scholarly learning amongst a fast-
growing minority on the other side.

On the whole, in this movement towards opposite dircctions,
that towards rampant secularization is now increasingly offset by the
ascendancy of those who are most intensely committed religiously,
and as in Pharaoh's dream, the frail minority seems set in time to
consume and leave no trace of the fat majority.

In this connection, there is one illustration of ehanging fortunes
which I feel is as instructive as it is ironical, namely that of the
Yiddishist movement. It grew up and flourished primarily as a protest
movement against the religious eommunity and its culture. Yiddish
literature had beeome secularism's vehicle par excellence, deliberately
designed to breed a hybrid alternative to a people bound and united
by a common Jewish faith. Today the Yiddishists have becomc a
virtually extinct breed. Yiddishist culture survives only in history
books and in a few university chairs-and in the Sovietisch Heimland
and the Birobidjan Schtern as Russian propaganda tools, plus an
anachronistic sprinkling of a few Yiddishist schools still left over as a
remnant in parts of North and South America.

And yet, Yiddish is spoken today far more widely than a genera-
tion ago. It has become the lingua franca of tens of thousands in New
York, in Jerusalem, in London and in many other parts of the world,
especially among the young. Only, those who use it-in their homes,
their schools, their studies and even their newspapers-are ironically
the very yeshiva and chassidic elements against whom the Yiddishists
had rebelled.

If I may be personal, i would not be surprised if more of my
children and grandchildren than those of the Yiddishists still in our
midst speak Yiddish fluently today.

Another startling indication of similar turn of fortunes is the fact
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that in Israel there are now significantly more fuIl-time students at
Yeshivot and religious girls' seminaries than at the universitics.

Spectacular reversals and dramatie shifts such as these must
obviously weigh heavily in any realistic reappraisal of cultural stimu-
lants likely to work and those likely to faiL.

XI

In the judgemcnt on priorities, as we have seen, constructive suggestions
vary between "academic excellenec" and "unconditional survival" as
the key to salvation, or at least to relief. Apart from the relativity of
these eriteria I already mentioned, I believe neither of them can by
itself providc the ultimate answer. Academic projeets, exceIlent or
otherwise, are of litte value if they wiIl not reach out to those many
who at present are still altogether beyond the pale of any Jewish
culture. When I addressed the annual meeting of the Memorial
Foundation in Geneva five years ago, I put the choice this way:

It is more important to encourage Jews to. read Jewish books than to write
thcm.

To promote one book club to popularize the spread of Jewish literature
can be worth far more than to help produce yet another work of

Jewish seholarship of the finest excellence if it will not attract any
readcrs to enlighten and inspire them.

As for "uneonditional survival," I am not reaIly sure what is
meant by this. The aim I would like to prevail on Jews to pursue is
"purposeful survival"-this is a conditional survival for a purpose,
survival for the sake of ideals whieh make survival meaningful and
give content to the survivors. Survival without any conditions, merely
for the sake of existing, to my mind, is precisely the prescription for
the kind of Jewishly-empty lives whieh are the antithesis to Jewish
culture and which place a huge question-mark over the vindication of
the Jewish elaim to survival altogether.

XII

Our findings at the next level of cultural orientation are bound to be
more intangible. But what we established earlier on the progressive
displacemcnt of originality and the unresponsiveness to sectarian

chaIlenges should be sufficient to justify the conelusion that the post-
Holocaust era has been singularly uncreative. We may have cultivated
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existing areas of Jewish scholarship by immensc concentrations of
specialized research, notably in the fields of Bible studies and

arehaeology. Both these advances arc no doubt due to the impact of
the Jewish return to Zion and, in Professor Dan's words, to

. . . the almost universal aceeptanee, among Jews in the Diaspora and in Israel,
that there is a eonneetion between the study of the Jewish past and suceessful
struggle for the development of contemporary Jewish eulture, or even for
Jewish national survival in the modern world.

In respect of these two fields of Jewish studies, it is also true to elaim
that the former dominance of non-Jewish scholars has now made way
for an inereasing Jewish role.

Significant as these dcvelopments may be in themselves, thcy still
have litte bearing on creativity in the sense of opening up new vistas
of Jewish culture and scholarship. No new schools of Jewish thought,
of philosophy, no new movements galvanizing the Jewish people have
emcrged in the past forty years.

This lack of innovation may be natural in the wake of the need to
eoncentrate all energies and resources on resurrecting and consolidating
Jewish cultural life following its near-annihilation in the Great
Catastrophe. Yet in former times of turmoil and travail it was not
always so. i need only mention the immortal creations of Maimonides
produced by him as a fugitive from the Almohadan perseeutions in
12th-eentury Spain and North Africa; the Chassidic movement which
emerged in the wake of the agonies suffered by Jews in i 7th-and
18th-century Poland; and of eourse Political Zionism which gathered
momentum out of the pogroms of the i 880's in the East and the
anti-Semitism highlighted by the Dreyfus trial in the West-to give
just three examples from three entirely different epochs of great
suffering leading to enormous effusions of the Jewish spirit.

XII

So far i can detect only two relatively confined areas in which Jewish
minds have opened up during the past four decades entirely new
disciplines of Jewish studies which are likely to have a permanent
place in the inventory of Jewish eultural wealth. These are the quite
revolutionary advances in Mishpat Ivri, thc application of classic
Jewish law to contemporary conditions, particularly in terms of Israeli
legislation; and my own specialized field of Jewish medieal ethics,
which has burgeoned from a eompletely unknown subject thirty years
ago into a respectable collection of practical, academie and literary
projcets, most recently aeeorded formal recognition for the first time
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at university level by the deeision to establish the Center of Jewish
Medical Ethies at Ben-Gurion University.

In Jewish aspects of the social seienccs, too, there have of course
been some impressive strides of late. But none of these often very
exciting enterprises-in fields like Jewish demography, sociology or
ethnology-- can really be regarded as having added some entirely new
dimensions or directions to Jewish intellectual endeavor; these are all
subjects which were essentially well advanced already before the period
under review. A similar rescrvation applies to notable recent researches
in Jewish theology and mysticism.

xiv

This comparativc sterility is not limited to secular Jewish scholarship.
It also marks the output of Torah culture. A look through the ten
"Arcas of Torah Scholarship" listed in Professor Leiman's paper,
together with outstanding works in each rubric, will reveal several
masterly new works of commentaries, responsa, practical manuals, and
encyclopaedic works of reference. But onc will seareh in vain for truly
pionccring works which hold the seeds of new schools of thought, new
approaches to bridging the gulf between Jewish and general culture, or
even new attempts at interpreting the latest litcrary, historical or
archaeological researches in thc light of Jewish traditional teachings, on
the lines so suceessfully pursued by a whole school of mainly German
Orthodox scholars of an era abruptly ended with the Holocaust.

Characteristically, by far the most popular Jewish literature today
is the Artscroll series of eommentaries on classical, biblical, mishnaie
and liturgieal texts, published in New York and distributed throughout
the world. I am told that the original volume of the Book of Esther
sold some 45,000 copies-far in excess of any general best-seller,
whether in thc fiction or non-fietion class. i say 'charactcristieally'
beeause, being an anthology eulled almost entirely from earlier authors,
though most attractively produced, this literature typifies the resistance
to iniiovation and originality, or indeed to critical inquiry of any
kind. These volumes, now eomprising several dozen titles, are so
unoriginal that Leiman does not even mention them; and yet they are
probably more widely rcad than all the recently-published works he
lists put togcther.

Quite clearly, the biggest cultural demand today is for authenticity
rather than originality, exploration or inquiry. What appeals most to
those with any tastc for Jewish culture are certainties, answers without
questions and not questions without answers. These are facts of Jewish
life which we ignore at our peril, whether wc weleome them or not.
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xv

Finally, let me move to the third level of our inquiry, briefly cxamining
whether we really use our limited human resources to the best advan-
tage for the cultural rchabilitation of our people. I believe that we

grossly underuse the trained personnel whieh is readily available to
us, that vast wastelands could be reclaimed if we tapped these resources
properly. Let me givc you a simple cxample. In our Jewish day schools
and many other educational establishments the world over, there is a
serious shortage of fully qualified teachers and education directors,
especially in the most urgently nceded eategory combining Jewish
with secular competence. There is no shortage of expertise. Therc are
plenty of well trained, highly experienccd and deeply committed Jewish
teachers and edueational cxperts. But unfortunately for a variety of
reasons they prefer to serve in non-Jewish establishments, and so

thcir capabilities are lost to the Jcwish eommunity. How much we
could save in teacher-training, how immensely wc could improve
edueational standards at our schools, if all who are properly qualified
would be motivated to teach under Jewish auspices.

I feel that some relatively minor program of inccntives or subsidies
might open up significant new reservoirs of human resources in the
promotion of Jewish education.

Developing this approach a Iittlc further, I cannot even spare one
of our sacred cows. I am not at all sure whether by our encouragement,
certainly by the indiscriminate encouragement, of Jewish studies under
non-Jewish university auspices we do not often siphon off those very
talents which might otherwise have become available to Jewish insti-
tutions. In transmitting Jewish knowledge we will, after all, have to be
increasingly concerned not only with what we teach but the manner in
which we teach it, not only with data about Jews and Judaism but
with generating loyalties to Jews and Judaism.

The problem is evidently not new. Professor Salo W. Baron, in
his essay on Steinschneider included in the History and Jewish

Historians, writes of this great i 9th-century bibliographer that he

like Geiger, Zunz, Ludwig Philippson and others advoeated the establishment
of Jewish ehairs or faeulties at general universities, rather than of separate
Jewish theologieal seminaries. Time and again he reverted to that idea, often
deploring the fact that Germany had done even less than other eountries in
securing independent seats for Jewish learning.

Spurred on by this philosophy, German Jcwry may have been the
cradle and the paragon of the Juedische Wzssenschaft. But we shall

have to decide whether what meets our post-Holocaust needs, under
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conditions of acutc shrinkage, is the German pattern of Kultur of
scientific excellence pursued at the universities-with results whieh
spelt havoc by assimilation long before the Holocaust, or whether we
must not rather strive for a form of Jewish culture which serves as a
means to enhanee Jewish communal, national and spiritual identifi-
cation among all sections of our people, and not just the exceedingly
limited eirele of the academic elite.

By all means, if private patrons ean be found to subsidize pure
research for extending our Ph.D. collections, let them be eneouraged.
But sparse Jewish national rcsources should in the first instance be
invested into channeling our available talent and expertise towards
community service, into training and directing our finest brains to
improve the standards and scope of our educational, rabbinic and lay
leadership in an effort to restore Jews as thc People of the Book. In
this effort, by definition, the people must come before the book.
Thcre can be no Jewish culture without Jews. The rebuilding of truly
Jewish homes where we determine the number and quality of Jews to
be raised must therefore take precedcnce over any academic or literary
exercise unrelated to the people it is to serve, if the revitalization of
Jewish culture is to become a dynamic movement for thc reclamation
of Jews.

XVI

Having now roamed fairly widely over the contemporary eultural
condition of the Jewish people, pointing at some of its strengths and
its weaknesses, I do not deem it my task in this presentation to set
forth a practical program of future allocation policies, or even the
priorities to bc applied. I can help to do this elsewhere as a mcmber of
the Guidelines Committee. But my survey would be left ineomplete
without some practical conclusions emerging from my analysis, at
least in the broadest terms.

I for one do not think that even their intrinsie importance should
determine which schemes are worth supporting.

There are ample organizations, agencies and foundations to dis-
eover and help worthy causes. What I think is unique to the Memorial
Foundation is that it can take a global look at the totality of the
Jewish secne. It can pinpoint particular areas of need by filling voids
otherwise left empty. It can trace significant success stories obscured
from public view and support them to become internationally known
as pilot projects to be adopted in other eommunities. It can also
influence public attitudes by rewarding the search for originality and
breaking the sterile cyele of eonventional thinking and planning.
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With these enormous and quitc unrivaled opportunities in mind,
and recalling that already five years ago I proposed in Geneva a
specific program of priorities and innovative programs, which were
circulated at the time and which seem to me as topical now as they
were then, I would just list a sample of illustrations designed to meet
the objectivcs I have proposed:

i. Aware that our people in eontrast to others were born at
home-in the homes of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; that we entered
history in family units as "the Children of Israel"; and aware also that
the best known Jewish imperative as enshrined in the Shema, particu-
larly in the context of transmitting our culture from parents to children,
seeks its being nurtured and actcd out not in the synagogue, not even
in the school or academy of learning, but beshivtecha bevetecha-
"when you sit in your home"; and recognizing that the Jewish home
has virtually lost its once-available position as the principal fortress
of Jewish life, through widespread alienation combined with a catas-
trophic rise of divorces and fall of births; acknowledging all this,
programs to salvagc and fortify Jewish homes must become a prior
condition to any consolidation and advancemcnt of Jewish culture.

Happily, the Memorial Foundation has already endorsed this
high priority in principle, and one confidently hopes that through
Memorial Foundation-sponsored initiatives, intensive schemes for
pre-marital training in preparation for building enduring and creative
Jewish homes will beeome at least as popular as preparation for Bar
Mitzvah, usually a ten or twenty-minute performance, and that coun-
seling services to repair marriages at risk will attract no less communal
support than health or welfare serviees to meet the challenges of

siekncss and infirmity to which Jewish agencies readily eontribute on
such an impressive scale.

2. Among other vital "orphan" areas looking for adoption is
some effective incentive sehemc to attract high calibrc personnel for
community service and leadership, making it worthwhilc for any
potential talent to be reeruited for the perpetuation of Jewish life.

3. Alongside those who strive for excellenee and survival, a
rewarding niche must also be found for the lonely pace-setter, by
assuring eneouragcment, support and aeelaim for sheer originality,
for novel enterprises in thought or action. Such inducements could
take the form of eompetitively-earned grants for highly creative literary
or organizational projects, and of global prizes and exhibitions to

publicize them. There are many enterprises of great originality and
with immense potential whieh remain relatively unknown for lack of
sponsorship, preeisely because they do not fit neatly into the eonven-
tional grooves of institutional interests.

4. For the popularization of Jewish culture, the emphasis should
3 i
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be shifted from book-production to book-distribution, promoting all
determined cfforts to raise literacy among the Jewish people by ensur-
ing that Jewish books grace every Jewish homc, sueh as by subsidies
to book-clubs or book-stalls at synagogues to help Jewish books

being seen, being bought and being read.
And so baek to where we started, Joseph's question: "Is my

father still alive?" I hopc that through some of its new visions the
Memorial Foundation will help more and more Jews to give a firm
and affirmative answer, by promoting the strength of our family
bonds, by providing living fathers for areas otherwise left orphaned,
by incentives for originality to insure that the Jewish genius will never
cease to be creative, and by inspiring our homes with the living spirit
of what made our fathers immortal.

Thus will we honor the memory our Foundation is charged to
keep alive, and thus will we restore the unity and the purpose of the
Jewish people.
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